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HOW TO ENJOY IT
Sip simply chilled or enjoy in the perfect
classic Gin Martini. This beautiful and
complex Gin is complete on its own so are
hesitant to add much to it. However, it does
make a great Gin & Tonic.

Category: Gin
Sub-Category: American Gin
Origin: Vermont, USA
Retail Price: $28.99
ABV: 42.5%

CO O L FACTO R

A

I have been a fan of the Vermont Spirits since their
founding. The Coppers Gin is rich and complex with a
beautiful integration of botanicals.
Grade - A

A N A LY S I S
The Coppers Gin is named for coins issued by the Republic of
Vermont in 1785. This expressive American Gin is distilled with wild
juniper berries picked in Northern Vermont along with coriander,
angelica root, cassia, orange peel, and cardamom pods. The spirit
itself is wonderfully lush while vibrant with bright acidity and
fresh citrus accents. So many craft Gins seems to have the
botanicals externally attached while the Coppers Gin presents a
beautifully made seamless spirit.

TALKING POINTS

VALUE GRADE

B

In the upper $20 range the Coppers
Gin is well inline with high quality
craft Gins made in America.
Grade - B

FROM VERMONT SPIRITS

The idea was to distill a spirit which would be
recognizable to Gin lovers, made with local
botanicals using our own small-batch production
techniques.

IN THE GLASS

Appearance: Brilliant, crystal clear.

Aromatics: The aromatics are alluring and complex with orange peel on near equal footing
with the juniper supported by coriander and cardamon giving a slight Indian spice feel.
Flavor: The palate echoes the nose delivering a rich and silky grain spirit core infused with
vibrant juniper and citrus with enough acidity to add lift and brightness.
Intensity & Texture: Medium to full-bodied with a velvety core spirit with the botanicals
seamlessly integrated while being perfectly balanced.
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